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from Ulster only served to advertise the success of the method;
which soon became a universal weapon. When the government
could stand it no more, a prosecution for conspiracy was launched
(2 November 1880) against the Land League, with Parnell and
13 others named as defendants. The trial was protracted from
13 December to 25 January. It ended in a disagreement of the
jury. For the Parnellites the result was a triumph. Bonfires
blazed from the Irish hills.
The second phase was coercion. Lord Cowper, the viceroy,
and W. E. Forstcr, the chief secretary, had both been early con-
verted to it by Dublin Castle. Its opponents in the cabinet were
Gladstone, Chamberlain, and Bright; but they had to give way.
Forstcr introduced his Coercion Bill on 24 January, and an orgy
of obstruction followed. From 31 January to 2 February the
house sat forty-one continuous hours; until Speaker Brand, on
his own authority, took the division on the first reading. Next
day Gladstone moved a closure resolution, and it was carried
after tense scenes, during which most of the Irish members were
suspended. Its terms mark a modest stage in the tightening of
parliamentary procedure; as amended, it laid down that, if a
motion declaring the business urgent were supported by forty
members rising in their places, it should be put without debate,
and, if carried by not less than three to one in a house of not less
than 300, should give the Speaker a free hand to regulate the
business for the time being. Even with this aid the bill did not
become law till 2 March. Its main feature was a suspension of
the Habeas Corpus Act; it conferred on the Irish executive an
absolute power of arbitrary and preventive arrest-
But it was not in Gladstone's statecraft to pursue coercion
alone. He must couple redress with it. On 7 April i88x he
brought in his second great measure of Irish land reform. Its
completeness astonished Irish and English members alike.
Following the report of a commission presided over by Lord
Bessborough, it gave the tenants the 'three FY (Fixity of tenure,
Fair rents, Free sale), for which they had been agitating since
Butfs day, and against which Northcote had unwisely committed
himself the previous autumn. Its chief flaw was its occasion; as
too often in England's dealings with Ireland, the administration
conceded to violence and crime what it had denied to reason
and justice* This fact governed the tactics of Parnell; who never
disarmed for an instant, and even persuaded three-fifths of his

